
Criteria 7.2 : Best Practice 2 

1. Title of the Practice: 

“Sri Chithira Thirunaal Grameena Grandhasala” – The Rural Library 

2. Objectives of the Practice: 

The main objective was to create awareness among the general public as well as our 

college students and to inculcate reading habits, which is waning with the internet 

boom which brings knowledge to the fingertips at the press of a button, which has done 

away with the habit of reading, even among the elderly and the middle aged.   

This was done with the intention in bringing about a change from the “present normal” 

to the “old normal”, wherein people used to assemble in the library at any time of the 

day, and speak looking at faces, rather than FaceBook, by making a beginning from the 

village of Eramallikkara, which we expect will have a reflection at the state, one day.  

3. The Context: 

It is seen that the inter-relationships among people even in this small village of 

Eramallikkara is waning such that even neighbors do not know one another, though do 

have constant communication with even childhood friends in foreign lands, and even 

chat on a daily basis through Face Book and WhatsApp. Even villagers are “seldom know 

faces”, rather only “appreciate FB profile pics”, which is an alarming situation, 

destroying inter-personal relationships and communication, which are the backbones 

which strengthen a society. Based on various impromptu surveys and interpersonal 

communications, it was found that people seldom assemble together, not even at least 

once a week at the local religious centers, nor at any place, which was not the case 

before the internet boom, and the unceremonious closure of the village library, where 

people used to assemble at least for “small gossips, loose-talks” etc. 

 

The college has implemented some programs with the sole intention to encourage at 

least local students to start reading, after school/college hours, which will encourage 

them to revive the lost reading habits of today.  

 

 

 



4. The Practice: 

The “Sri Chithira Thirunaal Grameena Grandhashala Rural Library”, situated near the college, 

providing lending facility to both students as well as the villagers, is a project undertaken by the 

NSS units of the college to revive reading habits among all classes of people.  

The event was formally inaugurated on 20.03.2020 by the then Honourable Minister of 

Fisheries and Culture Sri. Saji Cherian, who addressed the public and enlightened them of the 

need to inculcate reading habits among children, by first putting away the smart phones, and 

trying to spare at least thirty minutes at the newly re-opened library, which houses books, 

periodicals and newspapers to cater to the public.  

This was followed by a rally by the NSS unit members consisting of the programme officers, Dr 

Athira Sasidharan and Mrs Lavanya M, and student members in and around Eramallikkara 

village, the initiative flagged off by the then Principal, Prof (Dr) KC Prakash. 

Lectures were also taken as part of this to inculcate reading habits among all sections of people, 

by first harnessing the workers of various units of Kudumbasree, in and around Eramallikkara, 

as these people visit almost every house on a frequent basis for their marketing needs.  

However, the execution of this project too was not just cat walk, as it may seem, as numerous 

hindrances and pit falls laid ahead. One of the main constraints was in getting the finance for 

purchasing the reading materials, in addition to finding the apt students with convincing skills 

who could re-induce the idea of reading books, periodicals, journals and newspapers walking to 

the village library, replacing their present habit of information gathering through various 

YouTube channels which broadcast news as “hot cakes” sitting in the comfort of their homes. 

5. Evidence of Success 

Trough incessant effort, and the power of patience, presence of mind of our students of the 

marketing team selected from students having oratory skills from all branches, we could 

manage in convincing the idea of reading from books among some of the student community, 

the near neighbourhood, and nearby areas, which we expect will make a reflection among their 

parents and relatives, too. 



The study here indicates that our students, if harnessed based on their strengths, are willing to 

undertake new projects, if harnessed properly. Students today have an interest in marketing, as 

it gives them the opportunity in horning their inherent skill in taking, and their mental joy in 

meeting new people, and in discussing daily activities, and in making new friends. 

 

6. Problems Encountered and Resources Required: 

The main problems encountered have already been discussed earlier. Others were in getting 

the students with oratory skills and convincing ability, to turn around the existing interests to 

newer ones. Finance too was a constraint, in starting the ship set sail, as this involved time, 

patience, and energy, as this was done after college hours, as regular classes could not be 

sabotaged. However, good Samaritans chipped their contributions in the form of books, 

periodicals, journals and sponsorship of newspapers.   

            

            NSS Program Officer, Dr Athira Sasidharan, introducing the project ”Back to the Library” 

 

            

Honourable Minister of Fisheries and Culture Sri. Saji Cherian addressing the public 

 


